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Let TC be intuitionistic higher-order arithmetic or intuitionistic ZF (with Replacement), both 
with Relativized Dependent Choice, or just Countable Choice. We show that TCI-3x. A(x) 
(closed) gives TCkA(f) for some comprehension term t. This solves a problem left open by 
Myhill in [4]. 
Introduction 
It is known that most considered intuitionistic theories have the following 
properties : 
(DP) Disjunction property: I-A vB (closed) implies FA or FB, 
(EP) Existence property: &lx. A(x) (closed) implies l-A(t) for some term t. 
These were first established for first-order intuitionistic arithmetic by Kleene (cf. 
[5]), whose methods were extended to higher-order intuitionistic arithmetic by 
Friedman [l], and to various intuitionistic set theories by Myhill [3,4] - showing 
DP and EP for those theories. However, in the presence of the axiom of 
Countable Choice: 
(CAC) Vn. 3x. A(n, x) + 3f. Vn. A(n, f(n)) 
or Relativized Dependent Choice: 
(RDC) Vx (A(x) -+ 3~ (A(Y) Y))) 
+ Vx (A(x) -+ 3f cf(0) = x AVn . B@(n), f(n + 1)))) 
only a fragment of EP for variables ranging over natural numbers was established 
(numerical EP, or EP,) [4]. It was left open in [4] whether the full existence 
property holds in the presence of CAC or RDC. We solve this open problem by 
modifying Friedman’s techniques developed in [ 11. 
In the first part of the paper, we show EP for the simplest theory, intuitionistic 
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second-order arithmetic HAS with CAC. In the second part of the paper, we 
discuss extension of this result to other theories, in particular to intuitionistic ZF 
set theory ZFI (with Replacement) with RDC. 
Since the proof is rather technical, it is appropriate to outline its main features 
here. Say, TCI-3x. A(x) (closed). Let TCO be a finite fragment of TC for which 
TC0t3x . A(x). We first apply Friedman’s extension [l] of the Kleene slash, 
working not in the classical metatheory, but in TC+Church’s Thesis (CT: 
Vn .3m. A(n, m) + 3e. Vn . A(n, {e}(n))). The theory TC; which realizes TCo is 
defined like Kleene’s 6: we add new choice constants for recursive sequences of 
constants only. One obtains TC+CTk(3 term t with TC,!,kA(t)). This term t is 
obtained by giving a semantical interpretation of the new constants in TC&. 
Provability in TCb is like being a member of 6, and we check that its recursive 
1945-realizibility implies its truth. Thus 1945-realizing the above, we get TC1 
(3 term t with TCb!-A(t)). Using the reflection principle (cf. [2]) for TCb, we get 
TCi-(3 term t with A(t)), hence EPN for TC w.r.t. giidelnumber of the com- 
prehension term t gives TCt A(t). 
These results were obtained while both authors were at the AMS 1982 Summer 
Institute in Recursion Theory at Cornell University. We would like to thank Anil 
Nerode for providing such a pleasant and stimulating atmosphere. The key ideas 
in Section 1 are due to the first author, which the second author then extended to 
ZFI. 
1. EP for HAS+CAC 
We consider intuitionistic second-order arithmetic with Countable Choice, 
HASC in short. Its language is two-sorted, with numerical variables n, m, k, . . . , 
and species variables X, Y, Z, . _ _ , numerical constant 0 and all primitive recursive 
function symbols. 0 is a numerical term, and if tl, . . . , t,, are numerical terms, and 
f is a n-any primitive recursive function symbol, then f(tl, . . . , t,,) is a numerical 
term. Atomic formulae are equalities between numerical terms, and formulae 
t E X, where t is a numerical term, and X is a species variable. The underlying 
logic is two-sorted Heyting’s predicate calculus with equality in the first sort (of 
numbers). The additional axioms and axiom schemata of HASC are: 
(1) Peano axioms. 
(2) Full induction: 
OEXr\Vn (nEX+s(n)EX)-+Vn (nEX). 
(3) Full comprehension: 
3x. Vn (n E X++ A(n)), 
where A is any formula of HASC in which X does not occur free. 
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(4) CAC: 
Vn. 3X.A(n,X)+3Y.Vn. 3X(A(n,X)r\Vk (kEXt,r(n, k)E I’)), 
where rr is a primitive recursive pairing function onto N. 
1.1. The theory HASCO 
Let HASCo be a finite fragment of HASC. Until further notice, let us work 
(informally) in HASC + CT. 
We first define an auxiliary theory HAS26 by the following simultaneous 
inductive definition of terms, formulae, and theorems of HASCb: 
(i) All terms (formulae, theorems, resp.) of HASC,, are terms (formulae, 
theorems, resp.) of HA%& Every theorem of HASCb is a formula of HASC,. 
(ii) Theorems of HASCb are closed w.r.t. rules of inference of the underlying 
logic of HASC, and formulae and theorems are closed w.r.t. substitution. 
(iii) If a sentence 3X. Vn (n E X + A(n)) is a theorem of HA%& then C, is a 
species constant of HASC,$ and Vn (n E C,++A(n)) is a theorem of HA%% 
(iv) Let a sentence Vn .3X. A(n, X) be a theorem of I-IASC& and let {T,JncN 
be a recursive sequence of species constants of HASC& with index e, such that 
A(& T,,) is a theorem of HASCO for each n. Then I!“,* is a species constant of 
HASC& and: 
Vn.ZlX(A(n,X)r\Vk (kEXttr(n, k)EFe,J), 
and 
Vk (k E T,,* +‘i, k) E Fe,*) 
are theorems of HASG for each n. 
(v) Every species constant of HASCb is a species term of HASC& 
1.2. A model of HASCo 
We define the richer language I-IASC~ as follows: its numerical terms are the 
numerical terms of HAS& its species terms are pairs (7, V) where T is a species 
term of HASC& and V is a number species. We write rv instead of (T, V). For 
each species term 7” of HASC:, let (cv)- be c, and let (c,)’ be V. For each 
formula A in the language of HASC:, let A- be the formula in the language of 
HASC” obtained by replacing all occurrences of species terms cv in A by (cv)). 
For each sentence A of HASCh, we define R(A) (“A is realized”), by 
induction on the complexity on A: 
(a) R(t =s> is t = s, 
@I R(tEw) is tE V, 
(4 R(AAB) is R(A) and R(B), 
(4 R(AvB) is (HASC$tA-, and R(A)) or (HASC&~BP, and R(B)), 
(4 R(A -B) is ((R(A) and I-IASCblA-) j R(E)), 
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6) RWn _ A(n)) is (R(A(E)), for all n), 
(g) R@u . A(n)) is (R(a(E)) and HASC,FA(E), for some n), 
(h) R(VX. A(X)) is (R(A(T)), for every species term T of HASC:), 
(i) R(3X. A(X)) is (R(A(T)), and HASCOFA-(‘I-), for some term T of 
HASC;) . 
Lemma 1.2.1. Let HASColA (closed), then R(A). 
Proof. We discuss comprehension and CAC, the rest is obvious. To realize 
VY. 3X. Vn (n E Xt, A(n, I’)), let T be any species term of HASCZ, and take 
the species term CA(m,T-j,W of HASCZ, where W = {n 1 R(A(fi, T))}. Then 
R(Vn (n E C,U,,,,~-),~++ A(n, T’)), and 
HASCbFVn (n E CA(m,T-j - A(n, T-), 
as required. 
Realizing CAC is more involved. Let 
HASC& FVn .3X. A-(n, X), 
and 
R(Vn. 3X. A(n, X)). 
We get a sequence S,, of species terms of HASCZ such that for each n, 
HASCOlA-(~7, S,), 
and 
R(A(fi, S,)). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Since we are working in the metatheory with Church’s Thesis, the sequence of 
(giidelnumbers of) S; is a recursive sequence, say with an index e. Since (1) and (3) 
hold, the definition of HASCb assures that Fe,* is a species term of HA%& and 
that 
and 
Vn .3X (A(n, X) AVk (k E Xc* T(n, k) E Fe,*)), 
Vk (k E Sit, m(n, k) E Fe,*) 
are theorems of HASCb for each n. Thus, to realize the conclusion of CAC, it 
suffices to let the species W be given by W = {m 1 -car E (S,Oc,J’}. Then 
R(Vn.!lX(A(n,X)r\Vk (kEXoT(n, k)EFe,A,W), 
as required. 
1.3. Semantical interpretation of species constants of HASC& 
Here we show that the new species constants of HASCb can be actually 
interpreted as species. More precisely, we assign a comprehension term {n ) A(n)) 
(A is a formula of HASC) to each species constant of HASC& SO that the 
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provability in HASC& is preserved under this assignment. Let the reader recall 
that we work informally in HASC + CT’. Its language, of course, does not contain 
comprehension terms, so B({n 1 A(n)}> is short for ZIX(tln(rt~X-A(n))r\ 
B(X)), strictly speaking. (In any case, adding comprehension terms gives a 
conservative extension.) 
Definition 1.3.1. Immediate predecessors of c, are all species constants of HASCb 
which occur in A. Immediate predecessors of Fe,* are all species constants {e}(n) of 
HASC& as well as all species constants of HASC& which occur in A. 
Lemma 1.3.1. Let f, g be partial functions mapping species constants of HASC& to 
species, whose domains are closed w.r. t. taking immediate predecessors, such that 
the following hold (for C#J F f, g): 
(9 Lf S1, . . . , S, are all species constants that occur in A, and the sentence 
3X. Vn (n E Xt*A(n, S1, . . . , S,,,)) is provable in HASC& then &(cA) = 
{n 1 Ah ~J(SJ,. . . ~4CL>~. 
(ii) If S1, . . . , S,,, are all species terms in A, the sentence 
Vn. 3X. A(n,X, S1,. . . , S,,,) is provable in HASC& and e is an index of a 
recursive sequence of species constants of HASCA such that A(n,{e}(n), 
S ) is provable in HASCb for each n E N, then c#~F_,) ={n 1 rr,(n)E 
&);t;,(mn,)]. 
Then for each species constant TE dom(f) fl dam(g), f(T) = g(T). 
Proof. By induction on the definition of species constants of HASC& If T is c,, 
let its immediate predecessors be Si, . . . , S,,,. By the induction hypothesis, f(Si) = 
g(S), i= 1,. . . , m. ThUS 
f(cJ ={n 1 Ah f(S), . . . , f(S,)I={n 1 Ah d&L.. . , dSJ = dc,d 
If T is Fe,*, 
f(E,J = In 1 nIbI Ef({eHro(n)))} ={n 1 ml(n) E g({el(~dn)Nl= dF,,J. 
Lemma 1.3.2. Let T be a species constant of HASC& Then there exists partial 
function fr mapping species constants of HASCb to species such that T~dom&), 
dom&) is closed w.r.t. taking immediate predecessors, and (i), (ii) of Lemma 1.3.1 
hold. 
Proof. By induction on the definition of species constants of HASC& 
If T is c,, let S1, . . . , S,,, be its immediate predecessors. Define 
fC,(cA) = {n 1 A(n, f(S,, . . . , &,,))I, 
f CA Idom(fsa. = f s,, i=l,...,m. 
f is a function because of Lemma 1.3.1. It also satisfies all other requirements, by 
the induction hypothesis. 
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If T is Fe,*, let 
fF,,, = {n I nl(n) E f(~dn), ~el(~o(~))~ 
where f is a binary function obtained by CAC from functions fiel(,,) such that 
f(n, S) = f{e)Cn,(S) whenever defined. Furthermore, let dom fF.,, = {F,,A} U 
UneN dam fT,, and 
f Fe,, Idomft.,(,, = fW(n)r 
for each n. Again, fF,,, is a function because of Lemma 1.3.1, and it also satisfies 
all other requirements by the induction hypothesis. 
A semantical interpretation of species constants of HASCb is now given as a 
subcountable union: 
over all species constants in HASCb. 
Lemma 1.3.3. If HASCbtA(T) (closed), then Av(T)) is true (provably in 
HASC) . 
Proof. By induction on the definition of species constants of HASCb. 
Firstly, since HASC, is a finite fragment of HASC, all provable sentences of 
HASC,, are true (provably in HASC, cf. [2]). 
Secondly, the true sentences are preserved w.r.t. Heyting’s rules of inference 
and w.r.t. substitution. 
Thirdly, let 3X. Vn (n E Xc* B(n, S1, . . . , S,)) be a provable sentence of 
HASCb. For the provable sentence: 
Vn (nEcBf,B(n,S,, . . . ,S,>), 
the sentence Vn (n Ef(cS)-B(n, f(SJ, . . . ,f(S,,,)) is true by Lemmata 1.3.1 and 
1.3.2. 
Fourthly, let a sentence Vn. 3X. A(n, X) be a theorem of HA%& and let 
{T&N be a recursive sequence of species constants of HAS& with index e, such 
that A(& T,) is a theorem of HASCb for each n. By the induction hypothesis, 
Vn. 3X. A(n, X) is true, and A(& f(T,>) is true for each n. But by Lemmata 
1.3.1 and 1.3.2, 
Vn .3X (A(n, X) r\Vk (k E Xt* r(n, k) Ef(F,,A)>> 
is true (provably in HASC), as well as: 
Vk (k E f(T,,>++ 4% k) E f(Fe,,J>, 
for each n. 
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1.4. Eliminating Church’s Thesis by 1945-realizability 
We return now to the inductive definition of the theory HA%& given in 
Section 1.1. Formally in HASC, the set S of triples of gijdelnumbers of species 
constants, formulae, and provable formulae was being defined. S consists of all 
numbers n which are members in all species X closed under the conditions given 
in the definition: 
where G, I-I are primitive recursive functions and R is a positive formula (the 
antecedent quantified by Ve expresses condition (iv) in 1.1 - other conditions can 
be put in this form as well). 
Let us briefly describe the 1945-realizability interpretation of HASC+ CT into 
HASC. Details can be found in [S]. 
Fix an enumeration of species variables. Without loss, work with even-indexed 
ones only (keeping the odd-indexed ones for the translation about to be de- 
scribed). Given a formula A in this language, we define a formula n r A with one 
additional free number variable n, as follows: 
n r (t1= t2) is 
n r Xx(t) is 
nr(Ar\B) is 
nr(AvB) is 
nr(A+B) is 
nrElm.A(m) is 
nrVm.A(m) is 
nr3&k.A(&k) is 
n r V-G. AWWJ is 
t1= t2, 
X2kil(~b, t>>, 
(~,b> r A) A (~~(n> r N, 
(dn) = 04 ~~(n> r A) A (n,(n) # O- am r B), 
Vk (k r A +(n)(k) J and {n}(k) r B), 
rl(n) r A(wdn)), 
Vm ({n)(m) J and In>(m) r A(m)), 
=,,+I. nr AW2d, 
vx2,+1 . n r -4W2d. 
Lemma 1.4.1. Let HASC+CTl-A. Then there is a numeral fi such that HASCI- 
firA. 
Proof. Cf. [5] and [l]. 
Lemma 1.4.2. HASCI m r (n E S) + n E S, where S is defined above. 
Proof. We work informally in HASC. To simplify the notation, let X5, be X2k+l_ 
So, assume 
mrVXpe(Vp.3q.(R(p,q)AG(e,q)EX)+H(e)EX)-,nEX], 
i.e. 
VX’[mrBe (VP.% (R(p,q)r\G(e,q)EJO~H(e)E~--,nEXl, (1) 
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i.e., for each X’, and each k, if: 
k r Pe (VP. 3s (NP, s> A We, 4 E X) -+ WeI E Xl, (2) 
then m(k) is defined, and: 
{m)(k) r (n E X). (3) 
Now, (1) holds for each X’, so in particular for X’ of the kind Y = {m(r, s) 1 s E y). 
We will show that n E Y for each Y such that 
Ve IYP 3q WP, 4) A We, s> E Y> + We) E J'l. 
That suffices to show n E S. So, for each e, assume 
VP 3q (NP, d A We, s> E Y) + WeI E Y, (4) 
and let k be an index of a recursive function for which 
-GI(Mj) = 0 
for every 1, j. We claim that (2) holds. Indeed, suppose 
i.e. 
i r VP 3q WP, 4) A We, d E Y), 
d~~(ciI(p))) r NP, ~WP))) 
and 
~(~I(~I({j~(p))), G(e, ~dti~(~))N E 7 
for each p. Since R is positive, (5) and (6) give 
VP 3q WP, d A We, s> E y>, 
and hence H(e)E Y, by (4). Thus Or (H(e)E Y), hence (2). By (l), (3) holds: 
rr({m)(k), n) E Y 
(5) 
(6) 
so n E Y, as required. 
1.5. The main theorem 
Theorem 1.5.1. Let HASCI-3X. A(X) (closed). Then there is a formula B(n) of 
HASC with precisely one free (numerical) variable n, such that HASCI- 
3X(Vn (~EX++B(~))AA(X)). 
Proof. Let 3X. A(X) be provable in a finite fragment HAS&. By Sections 1.1 
and 1.2, HASC+CTI-R(3X. A(X)), hence 
i.e. 
HASC+CTt@ species constant T with HASCbtA(T)), 
HASC+ CTI-3n. n E S. 
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By Section 1.4, 
HASClGln . n E S, 
so 
HASCk3 species constant T with HASC&l-A(T). 
By Section 1.3, 
HASCl-3 term f(T) with A@(T)). 
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By the numerical existence property for HASC w.r.t. giidelnumber of the term 
f(T) = {n ) B(n)}, we finally get 
HASCC_3X(Vn (~EX.HB(~))AA(X)). 
2. Extending EP to ZFI+RDC 
In this section we briefly describe how to extend our main result to an 
intuitionistic set theory with Relativized Dependent Choice. We first give a 
precise description of a theory TC we have in mind. T is one-sorted, first-order 
theory, whose logic is Heyting’s predicate calculus with equality. The language of 
TC contains a binary predicate E; unary predicates N, S (for numbers, sets), 
constants 0, N; unary function symbol s (for successor), and all primitive recursive 
function symbols. There are several groups of axioms: 
A. Axioms on numbers and sets 
(1) -0 E Y ANY)), 
(2) N(x) vS(x)), 
(3) l(N(x) A S(x)), 
(4) x~kJt,N(x). 
(5) S(N). 
(6) N(O) AVX (N(x) + NMx)N. 
B. Arithmetic in N 
(1) Peano axioms. 
(2) Primitive recursive defining equations. 
(3) Induction: A(O)AVXEN (A(x)-,A(s(x)))-,vz~N . A(z). 
C. Set-theoretic axioms 
(1) Extensionality: S(x)r\S(y)~Vz (z E xt* z E y) + x = y. 
(2) Empty set: 3u (S(U)AVZ (z$ u)). 
(3) Pairing: 3uVz(z~~oz=~~z=y). 
(4) Union: 3u (S(u)AVz (z~~t,ZlyEx. zEy)). 
(5) Separation: 3u (S(u) AVZ (z E ut, z E x AA(Z))), where formula A does not 
contain x free. 
(6) Power Set: 3u (S(U)AVZ (z E ut-*Vy E z. y E x)). 
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(7) e-induction: Vx (Vy E x. A(y) -+ A(x)) +VxA(x). 
(8) Replacement:Vycx.3! zA(y,z)-+3U (S(U)r\Vz (z~Ut,3y~x. A(y, 2))). 
(9) RDC: A(z)r\Vx (A(x)+3y (A(y)r\B(x, y)))+3f(S@)r\f is a function 
with domain N of = z AVX EN (AOF( ~Bcf(x), f(s(x)))). 
In more detail, the conclusion of RDC is 
3f(SCf)AA,(f)A*. .~Ad.f))r 
where 
AI(?) is VXef.3y1~N .3y (X=(Y~,Y~)), 
A2cf> is VY,Y~Y, ((Ye, Y~)E~A(Y~, y3)~f--;* y2= y3), 
A&) is VX EN .3y ((X, y)~f~A(y)), 
A&) is (0,~) E f, 
AJ_f) is VX EN .3Y1Y2 (R(Y~, Y~)A(X, YI)E~A(s(X), ~2)~f). 
Even more precisely, 
A, iS VXEf.3ylEN .3y2U1U2[S(U,)AS(L12)AS(X) 
Atlv(uEU1”O=yl)AVu(uEU2~2)=y1V2)=y2) 
AVJU(tIEXo2,=U1VU=U2)], 
A2 is Vy y y u u u w w (~1~~1~f~~:2~~2~f~y2=y3), 123123 12 
where & is the formula saying “wl = (yl, y2)“, i.e., 
4vv (v E Wlt*V = urvv = u,), 
and C2 is given analogously. The formulae A3, A4, A, may be decoded similarly. 
Given a finite fragment TC, of TC, we define an auxiliary theory TCb as 
follows: 
(i) All terms (formulae, theorems, resp.) of TCo are terms (formulae, 
theorems, resp.) of TC& 
(ii) Theorems of TCh are closed w.r.t. rules of inference. Formulae and 
theorems of TC:, are closed w.r.t. substitution. 
(iii) If a sentence 3x. Vy (y E x-A(y)) is a theorem of TCb, then c, is a set 
constant of TCb, and S(c,) and Vy (y E c,t* A(y)) are theorems of TC&. 
(iv) Let a sentence A(~,)AVX (A(x) + 3y (A(y) A B(x, y))) be a theorem of 
TCb, and let {rnilktrN be a recursive sequence of constants of TC&, with index e, 
such that A(ti)AB(h, ti+r) is a theorem of TCb for each i E IV. Then Fe,A,B is a set 
constant of TC& and the following are theorems of TC;: 
- S(F,,,,B) ” F,,A,s is a function with domain N 
A (0, to> E F~,A,B AVX EN (A(F,,,,,(X)) A R(F,,,,(X), F+,&(X)))). 
- (fi, t,) E Fe,A,B for each n E N. 
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(v) Every set constant of TC& is a term of TCb. Every theorem of TG is a 
formula of TC& 
Working in TC + CT, one then defines a model M of TC analogous to the one 
given in Section 1.2 for HASC (cf. [3, 41). In particular, one realizes RDC by an 
argument involving the definition of TCb above, analogously to [4]: Suppose 
and 
TC’IA-(t,)~Vx (A-(x)+Zly (A-(y)r\B-(x, y))), (I) 
NA(G,)AVX (A(x) + 3~ (A(Y) @x, Y>>). (2) 
We get a sequence tntl of constants of TC: such that for each n: 
TCblA-(t,)r\B-(t,, t,+l) (3) 
and 
R(A(&)AB(&> t,+,)). (4) 
Since we are working in the metatheory with Church’s thesis, the sequence of 
(gddelnumbers of) t; is recursive, say with an index e. By (1) and (3), the 
definition of TCb assures that Fe,A,B is a constant of TCb such that the following 
are theorems of TCb: 
- S(F,,,,) A F~,A,s is a function with domain N 
AVX EN (A(F~,A,B(x))AB(F~,A,B(x), Fe,.~(s(x)))). 
- (ii, tn)EFe,A,B, for each ngN. 
To realize the consequent of RDC, it suffices to let W be the set given by 
W = {u ( R(u = (fi, k)“)}. Then the desired choice function is realized by the term 
F e,A,B,W of TC;. 
Semantical interpretation of new constants of TC& can be given analogously to 
the one for HASCb given in Section 1.3, with the condition (ii) in Lemma 1.3.1 
replaced by: 
(ii)’ If ul, . . . , u, are all constants in A(x) and B(x, y), the sentence A(t,) A 
Vx (A(x)+3y (A(y)r\B(x, y))) is provable in TC& and e is an index of a 
recursive sequence of constants of TCO such that A({e}(n)) A B({e)(fi), {e}(s(ii))) is 
provable in TCb for each n, then 
Furthermore, 1945-realizability was extended to set theories in [l], giving an 
analogue of Lemma 1.4.1. Lemma 1.4.2 applies w.r.t. set S’ defined at the 
beginning of this section (definition of TC&). We sum up with the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let TCk3x (S(x) AA(X)) (closed). Then there is a formula B(y) with 
precisely one free variable y such that 
TC t3x (S(x)r\Vy (y E xt,B(y))~A(x)). 
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